Savotta sauna tent is intended to be used with the Savotta sauna oven.
The wall canvas is flammable material, so it is important to keep the oven at a reasonable distance from the tents walls. The roof of
the tent is fire proofed cotton. Savotta saunatent is not intended for housing / sleeping.

Assembling the Savotta small sauna tent
After unpacking the contents of the package:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Insert the six inner support poles to each corner of the tent (6 in total). Insert the poles to the top of the fabric first, then
while holding on to the pole, pull the hole in the lower part of the tent fabric over the bottom tip of the pole
Spread the tent to its intended location (PS. Do not open the tents doorway at this point)
Begin fastening the tent to the ground with stakes. Stakes should be roughly one meters length from each side pole,
giving you the opportunity to tighten the ropes hanging from each corner of the tent firmly to the stakes on the ground.
Fasten the rope from each pole to their respective stakes loosely so the tent will be standing on the six poles and ropes
fastened to the stakes loosely
Combine the center pole (in 2 pieces) and place it to the centre to the tent, making sure it is tight.
Tighten the ropes to the stakes so the tent is standing firmly and tightly
Oven
oven is purchased separately

6.
7.
8.

Extract the contents of the sauna tent oven, assemble the chimney and oven (handle the chimney pieces with care, as
they are made to be light)
Place the oven in the tent, insert the chimney thru the top hole and fasten it to the oven
Place stones (stones not included) on the stone rack sides and top of the oven
(The oven has 2 carrying rings on its top, it can be used to carry it with 2 persons by placing a piece of wood thru them.
The oven is made of iron, so the surface of the oven develops external rust)
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